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Abstract
Using novel virtual cities, we investigated the influence of verbal and visual strategies on the
encoding of navigation-relevant information in a large-scale virtual environment. In two
experiments, participants watched videos of routes through four virtual cities and were
subsequently tested on their memory for observed landmarks and on their ability to make
judgments regarding the relative directions of the different landmarks along the route. In the first
experiment, self-report questionnaires measuring visual and verbal cognitive styles were
administered to examine correlations between cognitive styles, landmark recognition, and
judgments of relative direction. Results demonstrate a tradeoff in which the verbal cognitive
style is more beneficial for recognizing individual landmarks than for judging relative directions
between them, whereas the visual cognitive style is more beneficial for judging relative
directions than for landmark recognition. In a second experiment, we manipulated the use of
verbal and visual strategies by varying task instructions given to separate groups of participants.
Results confirm that a verbal strategy benefits landmark memory, whereas a visual strategy
benefits judgments of relative direction. The manipulation of strategy by altering task
instructions appears to trump individual differences in cognitive style. Taken together, we find
that processing different details during route encoding, whether due to individual proclivities
(Experiment 1) or task instructions (Experiment 2), results in benefits for different components
of navigation relevant information. These findings also highlight the value of considering
multiple sources of individual differences as part of spatial cognition investigations.
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When finding one’s way to an unfamiliar destination, such as navigating to a hotel in an
unfamiliar city, one can rely on various forms of information including GPS devices, maps,
landmarks, or spoken directions. Research on navigation has revealed consequential differences
between these information formats and has further revealed a range of individual differences in
habits, skills, and strategies for learning about an unfamiliar environment (Etchamendy &
Bohbot, 2007; Fields & Shelton, 2006; Hegarty, Montello, Richardson, Ishikawa, & Lovelace,
2006; Hegarty, Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, & Subbiah, 2002; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006;
Mellet et al., 2000; Palermo, Iaria, & Guariglia, 2008; Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001; Richardson,
Montello, & Hegarty, 1999; Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2013). A common
procedure used in these experiments, as in real-life navigation, is to refer to the names or verbal
descriptions of the landmarks (e.g., “walk towards the gray brick office building”) and
sometimes to verbally list the route directions as well (e.g., “turn right here”). Although
including these verbal cues often add ecological validity, these experiments have, by design,
neglected the comparison of verbal versus visual representations of directions and landmarks
(but see Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001, discussed below). It is therefore not fully understood under
which circumstances and to what degree the verbal information commonly used during visually
guided navigation is beneficial. Likewise, it is not known whether different individuals may
habitually rely on verbal versus visual information when navigating new environments. The goal
of the present investigation is to examine the influence of verbal versus visual strategies on
encoding landmark identity and location, and to examine individual differences in using these
strategies.
One relevant measure of individual differences that pertains to verbal and visual strategy
use is cognitive style. These self-reported preferences reflect “heuristics an individual uses to
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process information about his or her environment” (Kozhevnikov, 2007, p. 477). Specifically,
visual and verbal cognitive styles are believed to represent tendencies of thought associated with
mental imagery or linguistic representations, respectively (Kozhevnikov, 2007; Paivio &
Harshman, 1983; Paivio, 1979). These constructs are often measured by self-report
questionnaires in which participants report, for example, the degree to which they think in terms
of mental pictures and the facility they have in using words to express their thoughts
(Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2008; Kirby, Moore, & Schofield, 1988; Paivio & Harshman,
1983). Conceivably, the strategies associated with verbal and visual cognitive styles may
influence one’s ability to navigate in an unfamiliar environment, although to our knowledge this
hypothesis has not been examined by prior work.
How might visual and verbal cognitive styles, and their respective strategies, influence
spatial cognition? To answer this question, we must consider three factors: 1) the processing that
an individual engages in during encoding of the visual scene as one moves through the
environment (e.g., focusing on visual details or verbally labeling the features of notable
landmarks), 2) the type of information being tested for later recall (e.g., individual buildings or
the spatial relationship between multiple locations), and 3) the format of the recall test (e.g.,
pictures or word cues). The vast literature on memory retrieval is informative here, particularly
regarding research that falls under the general headings of encoding specificity (Tulving &
Thomson, 1973), transfer appropriate processing (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Roediger
& Blaxton, 1987), and material appropriate processing (McDaniel & Einstein, 1989). Broadly,
theoretical models based on the principles of encoding specificity and transfer appropriate
processing predict retrieval success as a function of the overlap between cognitive processing
that occurs during encoding and that which occurs during retrieval (Roediger, Gallo, & Geraci,
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2002). Similarly, models based on material appropriate processing (and the related principle of
task appropriate processing) consider the similarity between encoding and retrieval demands,
with the additional dimension that the optimal type of processing may vary as a function of the
format of the material as well (Einstein, McDaniel, Owen, & Coté, 1990; Hunt & Einstein, 1981;
McDaniel & Einstein, 1989; McDaniel & Kearney, 1984). In particular, this work demonstrates
that it is important to consider for a given task “whether or not the encoding strategy promotes
the encoding of requisite information not activated by the material itself” (McDaniel & Kearney,
1984, p. 371).
In the present study, we measure the effects of verbal and visual processing strategies
during encoding, first by exploring naturally occurring individual differences in cognitive style
(Experiment 1), and second by varying task instructions (Experiment 2). In both experiments, we
test the effects of these processing strategies on the retrieval of two different types of information
that are critical components of navigation: landmark identification, and the spatial relationship
between landmarks (i.e., relative locations and directions; Lee & Tversky, 2005; Presson &
Montello, 1988; Shelton & McNamara, 2001). In the present study we do not manipulate test
format (e.g., by using words to probe retrieval of visual information); instead we match as much
as possible the information presented during encoding with the cues presented for retrieval at
test. In this way, we ensure a cleaner measure of the effects of processing strategy and type of
information to be retrieved (landmarks and relative directions between landmarks).
If cognitive styles are indicators of preferred approaches or strategies for processing
information (Kozhevnikov, 2007; Kraemer et al., 2009; Paivio & Harshman, 1983; Witkin,
Moore, Goodenough, & Cox, 1977), a visual strategy may involve a reliance on one’s visuospatial skills (e.g., imagery) to assist in spatial integration of landmark locations. Although
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previous studies have linked visual cognitive styles to a propensity for engaging in mental
imagery that is vivid and pictorial (i.e., object imagery; Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2008;
Kozhevnikov, Kosslyn, & Shephard, 2005), and to performance in small-scale spatial tasks such
as mental rotation of objects and mental paper folding (i.e., spatial imagery; Blajenkova et al.,
2006; Kozhevnikov et al., 2010, 2005; Massa & Mayer, 2006), to our knowledge no study to
date has explored the relationship between the visual cognitive style and large-scale spatial
navigation. Determining the relative locations and directions between landmarks relies on
complex visuo-spatial transformations between perspectives (Fields & Shelton, 2006; Hegarty &
Waller, 2004; Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001; Schinazi et al., 2013). This may be particularly
true when the environment is novel and experienced through the first-person perspective. Given
that these representations are visual in nature and are difficult to verbalize, we predict that the
strategy associated with the visual cognitive style (and not the verbal cognitive style) will
correlate with performance on a judgment of relative direction (JRD) test. This prediction is in
keeping with transfer appropriate processing principles. Specifically, the visual information that
is the focus of attention during encoding (for those using a visual strategy) will be similarly
available and useful in retrieving the required information at test, whereas the verbal information
will not.
In contrast, a verbal strategy may be useful for other important aspects of navigation such
as describing and remembering landmarks. The strategy associated with the verbal cognitive
style may involve, for example, using verbal descriptions to identify landmarks (e.g., “tall brick
office building”), or covertly encoding verbal labels for particular buildings and actions (e.g.,
“turn left at the skyscraper”). We hypothesize that the verbal cognitive style will be beneficial for
landmark memory, but not for JRD, given the finding that the verbal cognitive style is predictive
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of a tendency to mentally label visual stimuli (Constantinidou & Baker, 2002; Kraemer,
Hamilton, Messing, DeSantis, & Thompson-Schill, 2014; Kraemer et al., 2009; Paivio, 1979),
and given the evidence that labels facilitate processing of nameable visual stimuli
(Constantinidou & Baker, 2002; Johnson, Paivio, & Clark, 1996; Lupyan, Rakison, &
McClelland, 2007; Paivio, 1991; Taevs, Dahmani, Zatorre, & Bohbot, 2010). As above, this
hypothesis would be in keeping with transfer appropriate processing theories because it
highlights the overlap between the processing that one focuses on during encoding and during
retrieval. In particular, the focus here is on the verbal labeling strategy, which is a processing
approach that adds information during encoding beyond what the stimuli alone provide (Einstein
et al., 1990; McDaniel & Kearney, 1984).
In order to test these hypotheses, we conducted two experiments that each measure
performance on two critical components of large-scale spatial navigation – landmark
identification (assessed by a recognition test) and spatial orientation and integration (assessed by
JRD). We used novel realistic virtual navigation environments constructed for this project in our
laboratory (see Figure 1). Participants viewed first-person perspective videos of routes through
the virtual cities and were then tested on landmark identification and JRD. Due to our focus on
encoding the identity and locations of landmarks, the choice of first-person perspective videos
(versus user-navigated environments) offered several advantages. Specifically, this method
allowed us to match the amount of time each participant viewed each landmark as well as ensure
that the perspective viewed during the study phase matched that of the test phase. These were
important controls given that we wanted to isolate the effect of individual differences in verbal
and visual cognitive styles and avoid potential confounds, such as differences in wayfinding
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strategy (Wolbers & Hegarty, 2010) or facility maneuvering through a virtual reality
environment (Richardson et al., 1999).
Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that individuals who self-report a preference for the
verbal cognitive style (measured as a difference between scores on the verbal style dimension
minus the visual style dimension) show a relative strength on the landmark memory test, for
which there exists a clear verbal strategy – covertly naming or describing the landmarks.
Similarly, we hypothesized that those who indicate a preference for the visual cognitive style
would perform better on the JRD task, which requires integrating egocentric visual information
in a manner that does not seem straightforward to verbalize. Experiment 2 aims to confirm the
benefits of attending to visual or verbal information during route encoding by explicitly
instructing a new group of participants to engage in either a verbal labeling strategy or a visual
depiction strategy when studying the routes. In this experiment we also assess which factor
exerts a greater influence over the encoding of relevant material – task instructions or cognitive
style.
Experiment 1
Participants
Forty participants (23 female, 17 male; aged 18-30, M = 21) participated in this
experiment. Participants were recruited from the University of Pennsylvania community,
consented to participate in accordance with the oversight of the internal review board of the
University, and were monetarily compensated for their time.
Materials and Procedure
For four virtual cities, participants viewed a route through the city and then, following
two viewings of the route, were presented with the landmark memory test and the JRD test, each
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of which is described in detail below. Pilot testing confirmed that two viewings was sufficient to
achieve task performance significantly greater than chance, though still not at ceiling for either
of the tasks. Another test that assessed memory for intersections rather than for individual
buildings appeared after the landmark test. For space considerations we do not discuss this
condition further here. For all tests, subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible, placing a greater emphasis on accuracy. Presentation order of the cities
was counterbalanced across subjects. At the end of the session, participants completed a
cognitive style questionnaire (see below) and were debriefed.
Route Videos
On a computer monitor, subjects were shown a first-person-perspective video of a walk
through a virtual city. All videos and subsequent tests were presented using Eprime software
(www.pstnet.com/eprime.cfm) on a desktop personal computer running Windows 7 and
displayed on a 22-inch flat-panel digital LCD monitor. Virtual cities were created using
Sketchup software (http://www.sketchup.com/). Cities were composed of virtual 3D buildings
with photographic surface renderings that were modeled after real buildings. These were
downloaded from Google 3D Warehouse (http://sketchup.google.com/3dwarehouse/), as well as
additional objects and materials intended to populate the scene in a realistic manner such as road
surface textures, sidewalks, trees, fire hydrants, and bus stops. Buildings were chosen from
various cities around the world, with the goal in mind of choosing buildings that are unique
enough as to be memorable and distinct, while including no buildings that are famous or
otherwise recognizable to the participants outside the context of the experiment. Post-experiment
questioning confirmed that this was the case. The virtual cities contained no written words on the
buildings or anywhere else in the environment. Using a 3rd-party rendering program (iRender;
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http://www.renderplus.com), routes were created by drawing a path for a virtual camera through
the streets of each city. The height and speed of the camera were chosen to approximate an
individual walking down the center of a vacant street. We chose to use the center of the road so
that right turns and left turns would require traveling equal distances and thus be viewed
onscreen for equivalent times. Each route contained six right-angle turns (with equal numbers of
right and left turns across cities) as well as 1-3 additional intersections that were passed straight
through. Videos were 4.5-5.5 minutes in length. Figure 1a shows a sample screenshot of one of
the cities.
Each subject viewed the same route twice in succession. On the initial viewing,
participants were told to pick out one or two buildings at each intersection that they would use as
landmarks if they were trying to navigate around the city, and to press spacebar once they had
made their choice. For the second viewing, which was played at 75% of the original speed, they
were told to try to recall the direction that the route turned or passed through each intersection,
and to press the spacebar as the video exited the intersection. These instructions ensured that
participants were attentive to the video, as well as focused on information that would be relevant
for the subsequent memory tests. Participants watched videos of routes through four different
novel cities.
Landmark Memory Test
For the landmark recognition test, subjects were shown an isolated building that was
either present in the virtual city or not. The image of the building was taken from a screenshot of
the studied route as the camera approaches the intersection with the building. Thus, the building
was presented in the same location on the screen as it actually appeared during the video
walkthrough (Figure 1b). This format precluded the need for any mental rotation or alignment in
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order to recognize the familiar buildings. The subject was asked to respond on each trial as to
whether or not they recognized the building from the city, pressing separate keyboard buttons
with the right hand for “yes” and “no” responses. Feedback was given after every answer. For
each city, half of the items appeared in the observed video. Foils were generated in an identical
manner from virtual cities that were not previously shown to the participant. For a given
observed city, all false trials were drawn from the same unobserved virtual city. Images remained
onscreen until the participant responded with a key press. There were twelve trials per city, for a
total of forty-eight trials.
All landmarks were situated at decision point intersections (Allen, 2000; Janzen, 2006;
Janzen & van Turennout, 2004; Schinazi & Epstein, 2010), defined here as all intersections in
which a turn was possible, even when the intended route proceeded straight. Pilot testing was
used to confirm the choice of landmarks as salient. For this, fourteen subjects watched the videos
and noted which two buildings they would choose as a landmark for each intersection. Buildings
that were chosen for the subsequent memory test were ones that had been independently selected
as landmarks by all participants in the pilot phase.
Judgment of Relative Direction
For the judgment of relative direction test, participants were shown one intersection from
the observed city for four seconds, and then the intersection disappeared and was immediately
followed by the appearance of a second intersection. The subjects were asked to respond in
which direction they would have to point, if they were standing at the first intersection shown, to
indicate the direction of the second intersection. Images of the second intersection remained
onscreen until participants indicated a response. Subjects responded using the eight buttons
around the circumference of the number pad (Figure 2), approximating the 360o range divided
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into eight bins of 45o each. We devised a scoring system such that partial credit could be
assigned based on the proximity of each response to the correct answer (thus approximating a
calculation of angular error by using a keypad rather than a joystick). Specifically, full credit
(10) was given for the correct button (i.e., the correct 45o bin), half credit (5) was given for
answering one button away from the correct answer in either direction, and minimal partial credit
(1) was given for answering two buttons away from the correct answer. No credit was awarded
for the other responses. For five items in this task, the correct answer was within 5o of the
dividing line between two 45o bins so both responses were awarded full credit. There were
twelve items per city, for a total of forty-eight items.
Object/Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire
The Object Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire (OSIVQ; Blazhenkova &
Kozhevnikov, 2008) is a 45-item self-report questionnaire designed to assess separately an
individual’s propensities for three different cognitive style dimensions: object imagery (e.g., “My
images are very vivid and photographic”, “I can easily remember a great deal of visual details
that someone else might never notice”), spatial processing (e.g., “I can easily imagine and
mentally rotate three-dimensional geometric figures”, “I have excellent abilities in technical
graphics”), and verbal processing (e.g., “My verbal skills are excellent,” “When explaining
something, I would rather give verbal explanations than make drawings or sketches”). A
modified form of the questionnaire was used here that replaced the original yes/no form of the
questions with a 5-point Likert scale (5 = strongly agree). Two questions were reverse scored,
following (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2008). Average scores for each dimension as well as
difference scores between dimensions were computed for each subject.
Results and Discussion
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Task Performance
Table 1 reports the results from Experiment 1. Accuracy (proportion correct) on the
landmark task ranged from .63-.96 (M = .81, SD = .08), i.e., 30-46 items correct. Accuracy on
JRD (proportion correct out of total possible score) ranged from .25-.77 (M = .41, SD = .10).
One subject was removed from all further analysis based on task performance that was greater
than three standard deviations above the mean on the JRD task. Accuracy for the remaining 39
participants ranged from .63-.96 (M = .80, SD = .08) for the landmark task and from .25-.68 (M
= .40, SD = .08) for the JRD task. Performance was significantly above chance for both
measures (Landmark: chance = .50, t(38) = 23.03, p < .0001; JRD: chance = .291, t(38) = 8.45, p
< .0001). Accuracy was not significantly correlated between landmark and JRD tasks (r = .27, p
= .10).
Cognitive Styles
Table 1 and Figure 3 report task performance by cognitive style group for
Experiment 1. Cohen’s effect size values (landmark d = .65, JRD d = .50) suggest moderate to
high practical significance. In order to examine our main hypothesis regarding cognitive styles
and encoding of navigation-relevant details, we analyzed the data in two ways: first treating
verbal-visual cognitive style preference as a continuous variable (calculated as verbal styles
scores minus visual style scores), and second treating verbal-visual style as a categorical variable
in order to facilitate the comparison of results between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (where
instructions vary between groups). To examine the link between cognitive styles and spatial
cognition on a continuous scale, we first calculated the correlations between cognitive style
1

To calculate a chance score for the JRD task, we first calculated the probability on each trial of
obtaining each possible score by random selection, then we multiplied those probabilities by the
respective scores to get an expected value for each trial, then we summed those expected values
across all trials, and finally divided that sum by the total possible score.
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(verbal score minus object score) and task performance for both tasks. The correlation between
verbal-visual cognitive style preference and accuracy on the JRD task revealed a significant
negative relationship (r = -.34, p = .03), favoring the visual strategy over the verbal strategy. In
contrast to this result, the correlation between verbal-visual cognitive style preference and
accuracy on the landmark recognition task was in the positive direction (r = .30, p = .06),
favoring the verbal strategy over the visual (object imagery) strategy. These effect sizes are
generally considered moderate in magnitude, according to Cohen’s conventions (Cohen, 1988).
These correlation values differed significantly from each other (t = -3.75, p = .0006), using
Williams’s test (i.e., Steiger’s preferred method).
In terms of the individual dimensions of cognitive style, the object dimension correlated
positively with accuracy on the JRD task (r = .40, p = .01) and negatively with accuracy on the
landmark task (r = -.25, p = .12), while all other correlations were non-significant (p-values >
.40). Based on the name of the spatial cognitive style dimension, it might appear surprising that
performance on a spatial judgment task was correlated not with this dimension, but rather with
the object imagery dimension. However, the kind of spatial processing involved in this task is
more related to rotating the perspective of oneself in space and not necessarily to mental rotation
of objects (Fields & Shelton, 2006; Hegarty & Waller, 2004; Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001;
Schinazi et al., 2013), the latter being the ability most closely associated with the spatial
cognitive style dimension (Blajenkova et al., 2006; Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2008;
Kozhevnikov et al., 2010, 2005). Moreover, it is the case that in order to accurately complete a
JRD, one needs to recall visual details and attend to features of the landmarks that are relevant,
such as the appearance of each different face of the building, in order to determine one’s heading
when viewing a static image of an intersection. Therefore, it is possible that directing attention to
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such visual features of the landmarks – which are neither captured by words, nor dependent on
mental rotation – could bolster performance for JRD. Perhaps it is the case that individuals who
score highly on the visual style dimension attend to these features as a matter of habit, but that –
if given instructions to do so – every individual could benefit from such a strategy, independent
of cognitive style. Experiment 2 directly tests this prediction, as well as the complementary
prediction that focusing on verbal descriptions will enhance landmark recognition.
To facilitate comparison of results between experiments 1 and 2, we performed two
separate 2(style: verbal, visual) x 2(task: landmark recognition, JRD) mixed-design ANOVAs. In
both models, task performance was Z-scored in order to compare both tasks on the same scale.
Although not useful for comparing overall group performance between the two tasks, this
method allows for the clearest interpretation of the task*style interaction, which is most directly
related to our hypothesis. The first model included the object imagery dimension as the visual
style measure, and the second model included the spatial imagery dimension of the OSIVQ as
the visual style measure. For both models, the verbal group was defined as the subjects who
scored higher on their verbal dimension than on their visual dimension, while the visual group
scored higher on the visual relative to verbal dimension. (Both ANOVA models were also recomputed by using median-split instead of positive versus negative scores and the pattern of
results did not substantially differ.)
For the ANOVA including the object imagery style, results show a significant task*style
interaction (F(1,37) = 11.71, p = .002, η2 = .24), in which the more verbal participants performed
better on the landmark test and worse on JRD, whereas the more visual participants performed
worse on the landmark test and better on JRD. There was no significant main effect of style
(F(1,37) = .03, p = .87). Follow up t-tests indicate a significant difference between verbal and
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visual style groups (see Table 1 for means and effect sizes) on the landmark task (t = 2.12, p =
.04) and a smaller difference between groups on the JRD task (t = 1.75, p = .09). For the
ANOVA including the spatial imagery style, we found no significant interaction (F(1,37) = .07,
p = .79) and no significant main effect of style (F(1,37) = .72, p = .40).
Experiment 2
Participants
Forty-two participants (28 female, 14 male; aged 18-30, M = 20) participated in this
experiment. Participants were recruited from the University of Pennsylvania community,
consented to participate in accordance with the oversight of the internal review board of the
University, and were monetarily compensated for their time.
Materials and Procedure
The videos, test, and surveys used in Experiment 2 were identical to those used in
Experiment 1. The only difference in procedure related to the instructions given when the
participants were studying the video routes. Specifically, on the initial viewing participants were
told to pick out a landmark building as they approached each intersection and to describe its
features out loud (verbal strategy) or to quickly sketch an image of the building (visual strategy).
For example, verbal descriptions often described building features such as height, width, color,
and materials (e.g., “tall bluish glass skyscraper”). Visual depictions consisted mostly of quick
line drawings that convey the overall shape of the building and some characteristic features. As
with Experiment 1, the second viewing, which was played at 75% of the original speed, was
aimed at focusing participants on directional information. Here they were told to try to recall the
direction that the route turned or passed through each intersection, and to say the direction – left,
right, or straight – out loud (verbal strategy), or to indicate that they have directed their visual
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attention to the part of the scene towards which the route will turn by pointing onscreen (visual
strategy).
Results and Discussion
Task Performance
Table 2 reports the results from Experiment 2. Overall performance was similar to that
observed for Experiment 1. Accuracy (proportion correct) on the landmark task ranged from .65.98 (M = .84, SD = .08). Accuracy on JRD (proportion correct) ranged from .24-.67 (M = .42,
SD = .10). Performance was significantly above chance for both measures (Landmark: chance =
.50, t(41) = 28.04, p < .0001; JRD: chance = .29, t(41) = 8.45, p < .0001). Accuracy was not
significantly correlated between landmark and JRD tasks (r = .26, p = .11).
Encoding Strategies
Table 2 and Figure 4 report task performance as a function of encoding strategy
instructions and cognitive style group for Experiment 2. Cohen’s effect size values (landmark d
= .67, JRD d = .31) range from low to high practical significance for strategy, and indicate no
reliable effect for cognitive style in this experiment. In order to investigate our hypothesis that
the verbal strategy would benefit performance on the landmark recognition task and the visual
strategy would benefit accuracy on JRD, and also to compare these effects to those of cognitive
styles, we performed a 2(instruction: verbal strategy, visual strategy) x 2(task: landmark
recognition, JRD) x 2(style: verbal, object) mixed-design ANOVA. As with Experiment 1, task
performance was Z-scored for each task across all participants in Experiment 2. The
hypothesized interaction between task and strategy instructions was found to be significant
(F(1,38) = 8.31, p = .006, η2 = .24). The verbal strategy benefitted performance on the landmark
task whereas the visual strategy benefitted performance on the JRD task. No significant main
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effect of instructions was observed (F(1,38) = .36, p = .56). Follow up t-tests indicate a
significant difference between groups receiving verbal and visual instructions (see Table 2 for
means and effect sizes) on the landmark task (t = 2.14, p = .04) and a smaller difference between
groups on the JRD task (t = 1.20, p = .24).
Results of the ANOVA further indicated that cognitive styles did not have a significant
impact on task performance in Experiment 2. No significant main effect of style was observed
(F(1,38) = .12, p = .74). The interaction between instructions and style was not significant
(F(1,38) = 1.56, p = .22), the interaction between task and style was not significant (F(1,38) =
.66, p = .42), and the three-way interaction was also not significant (F(1,38) = .13, p = .72).
The present design allowed us to separately observe the effects of verbal and visual
strategies on landmark recognition memory and spatial integration. These results are consistent
with Experiment 1 and specifically the interpretation that the verbal and visual (object) cognitive
styles correlate with preferences for verbal and visual encoding strategies, respectively. The
pattern of results we observed here indicates that these strategies are adaptable, as the strategy
instructions – and not cognitive style – produced a similar pattern of results as we observed in
Experiment 1. If instead cognitive styles were not representative of strategies but were only
reflective of abilities, then verbal and visual styles would have interacted with the task conditions
as in Experiment 1, or would have modulated the interaction between task and strategy.
General Discussion
We can draw at least two conclusions from the present investigation, which have
implications for research on navigation as well as on cognitive styles. First, the results of
Experiment 1 demonstrate that individual differences in verbalizing and visualizing tendencies,
namely cognitive styles, have a significant influence on the encoding of landmark information in
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a large-scale environment. This effect is moderate in size, as is the comparable effect of using a
verbal versus a visual strategy in Experiment 2. Second, the finding that cognitive styles do not
modulate the interaction between strategy instruction and task performance in Experiment 2
confirms that, at least in the present context, verbal and visual cognitive styles are not
predominantly reflective of innate abilities or of immutable habits of thought, but rather of
cognitive strategies that can be modified (easily in this case) by changes in instruction.
Notably, these results are consistent with the research on memory that considers the
overlap of cognitive processes during encoding and retrieval, including the theories of encoding
specificity and transfer appropriate processing. Specifically, performance on the landmark and
JRD tests can be understood as a function of what information one chooses to focus on during
encoding; how that processing is or is not congruent with the information that is cued during
retrieval. In this case, the results show that a focus on verbal labels is useful for retrieving
information about landmarks (which have easily-verbalized descriptions), but not for retrieving
information about the relative spatial locations of those buildings (which is not easy to
verbalize).
These results echo earlier findings in the memory literature, which have focused on
similar distinctions, such as the differential effects of imagery versus verbal processes on
memory retention for various types of word lists and object pictures (Kirchhoff & Buckner,
2006; McDaniel & Kearney, 1984), and the distinction between memory for individual details
versus the relationships between items (Einstein et al., 1990; Hunt & Einstein, 1981; McDaniel
& Einstein, 1989; Waddill & McDaniel, 1992). For example, McDaniel & Kearney (1984) found
that different processing strategies, focusing either on visual imagery, categorization, or verbal
elaboration, were effective for different types of word-based tasks. Consistent with the present
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findings, the strategies that were most effective for each task focused on information that was
related to the stimuli but not already provided (e.g., forming a mental image of a word and its
meaning for a vocabulary test). Notably, participants naturally varied their strategies across
tasks, with most choosing an appropriate task strategy even when left unadvised regarding which
strategy to use. However, these natural propensities for strategy choice were easily overridden by
instructions to employ a given strategy, even when the assigned strategy was less optimal than
another choice of strategy. Similarly, we find here that differing strategy usage during encoding
has a varying effect on retrieval performance, depending on the information being retrieved.
Likewise, the independent choice of strategy appears to vary across individual participants,
however it is also readily amenable to instruction.
How do the current findings inform our understanding of the role of verbal information in
spatial cognition? Numerous studies have used verbal labels or verbal route directions in the
service of visual navigation tasks, for both virtual environments (Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1997;
Fields & Shelton, 2006; Giudice, Bakdash, Legge, & Roy, 2010; Schinazi et al., 2013) and realworld environments (Giudice, Bakdash, & Legge, 2007; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Marchette,
Yerramsetti, Burns, & Shelton, 2011; Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001). However, to our knowledge
the only prior study that directly compared learning about a novel visual environment with
versus without the use of verbal descriptions (Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001) did so by confounding
the presence of words (in the form of a route description) with a change in perspective (in the
form of an aerial map). Notably, the results of the comparable route-oriented condition in that
study are similar to our present findings, in that they also reveal an association between verbal
labels and landmark memory: the verbal descriptions were more effective for those individuals
who reported higher reliance on landmarks for navigation (Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001).
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Separately, a rich literature on narrative processing has revealed that verbal descriptions
of unobserved environments can be effective for generating accurate mental models of
environments and routes (Brunyé, Rapp, & Taylor, 2008; Brunyé, Taylor, & Worboys, 2007;
Brunyé & Taylor, 2008a, 2008b; Lee & Tversky, 2005; Mani & Johnson-Laird, 1982; Schneider
& Taylor, 1999; Taylor & Tversky, 1992a, 1992b), and for online navigation (Giudice et al.,
2007, 2010; Meilinger, 2005; Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001; Tversky & Lee, 1999; but see WanetDefalque, Vanlierde, & Michaux, 2001). Here we demonstrate a complementary phenomenon –
that in the course of visually encoding an environment, supplementary verbal information is
beneficial for reinforcing landmark memory.
A debate also continues regarding the role of language in the (not-uniquely) human
ability to reorient oneself in an environment (Hermer-Vazquez, Spelke, & Katsnelson, 1999;
Learmonth, Newcombe, & Huttenlocher, 2001; Pyers, Shusterman, Senghas, Spelke, &
Emmorey, 2010; Ratliff & Newcombe, 2008; Wang & Spelke, 2000, 2002). Here, the fact that
the verbal strategy produced worse performance on the spatial integration task (relative to the
non-verbal strategy) suggests that, at least for the case of JRD, verbal labeling is not a critical
component of spatial integration and orienting. These results are consistent with previous
findings from studies with aphasic patients (Bek, Blades, Siegal, & Varley, 2010), pre-verbal
toddlers (Learmonth et al., 2001), and non-impaired adult participants during verbal suppression
tasks (Ratliff & Newcombe, 2008), in which the lack of language ability in all these cases does
not impair orienting. As the verbal descriptions of buildings in this experiment tended to be fairly
general (e.g., “tall, black skyscraper”), this pattern of results is also consistent with the
neuroimaging findings of Epstein and Higgins (2007) that dissociated the contributions of
language networks involved in identifying general place categories (e.g., “kitchen”) from a
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visuo-spatial network including retrosplenial cortex that was more active when identifying
specific familiar landmarks that could be localized within an environment. In other words, verbal
encoding appears to help identify a landmark, but not to locate it.
Turning to cognitive styles, the present findings support the view that cognitive styles
represent processing strategies (Kozhevnikov, 2007; Kraemer et al., 2009; Paivio & Harshman,
1983; Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, & Cox, 1977). Moreover, these results demonstrate the
novel finding that the strategies associated with verbal and visual cognitive styles are amenable
to changes in task instruction. As for the effects of these strategies on task performance, the
finding that the verbal strategy aids memory for nameable visual information is consistent with
results from research on cognitive styles and on memory. In particular, we have previously
reported results which indicate that individuals tend to mentally convert information that is
presented in a non-preferred modality into their preferred modality (Kraemer et al., 2014, 2009).
For example, during a picture-based task involving nameable stimuli, the verbal cognitive style
correlated with activity in a functionally-defined verbal brain region, consistent with the
interpretation that the verbal cognitive style is associated with mentally labeling observed images
(Kraemer et al., 2009). Other lines of research have also demonstrated the benefits of using
verbal information for processing visual stimuli, such as categorization of novel stimuli (Lupyan
et al., 2007). However, drawbacks for such strategies have been reported in other cases when the
information is less-verbalizable, such as the verbal overshadowing effect for memory of faces
(Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). This latter type of effect may be a factor in why the
verbal strategy was not helpful for the JRD task.
In contrast, the visual strategy did prove beneficial for judging these spatial relationships.
What could be the explanation for this finding? The object imagery dimension has been shown to
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correlate with attention to precise visual features of objects (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2008;
Kozhevnikov et al., 2010), and it includes statements relating directly to scene imagery and
memory (e.g., “I can close my eyes and easily picture a scene that I have experienced”, “When
entering a familiar store to get a specific item, I can easily picture the exact location of the target
item, the shelf it stands on, how it is arranged and the surrounding articles”, “When reading
fiction, I usually form a clear and detailed mental picture of a scene or room that has been
described”; Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2008). Our JRD task used previously-viewed images
of intersections to establish landmark location and heading (see Figure 1a). Therefore, memory
for scenes is a critical component of this task, as it generally is for real-world judgments of
relative direction (Schinazi et al., 2013). Moreover, attending to details such as the shape of the
outline of a building and the distinct configurations of details on the façade of the building may
help orient oneself to the heading of a given snapshot of a location from the learned
environment. Correctly determining this orientation is also critical to successful completion of
the JRD. Thus, a strategy that focuses the viewer on these helpful visual cues, whether arrived at
by individual preference or through task instruction, is useful for encoding (and retrieving) the
relative directions of distinct locations. We therefore conclude that future studies of navigation
should take into account the details that subjects attend to during route encoding – both due to
task demands as well as due to individual differences in cognitive style.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Example virtual intersection with landmark. A) Screen-captured image of an
intersection viewed during the route (also seen during the JRD task). B) Isolated
landmark as presented during the landmark recognition test.

Figure 2. Illustration of the scoring rubric for JRD trials showing aerial perspective of a virtual
city (left) and numerical response keypad with button labels and scores for each possible
response on the illustrated trial (right). Green and red markers placed on the route
indicate the positions of the initial and target locations for the trial, respectively. In this
example, the correct response is 7 – i.e., the participant would point to the left and
forward to get from the green intersection to the red intersection. Partial credit is
awarded for responses near the correct response, as noted on the keypad illustration on
the right side of the figure. (Participants never viewed cities from the aerial perspective.)

Figure 3. Experiment 1 results. Error bars reflect standard error of the mean (SEM). Chance
performance for the landmark recognition task is .50, for JRD it is .29.

Figure 4. Experiment 2 results. Error bars reflect SEM. Chance performance for the landmark
recognition task is .50, for JRD it is .29.
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